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ABSTRACT. Techniques to generate iluminations for objects with no intrinsic signature are inves-
tigated. \Ve propose two-laser beam illumination resultillg in a straight-line interference pattern
generated across a fiat surface. The actual degree of fringe-deformation indicates the shape of
the object, in particular, the amount of curvature across the object. This illumination method
is applicable to an object such as a comet nucleus and an asteroid: it is cold, generates no light,
and is too small or too far away from the Sun to receive an adequate aUlOullt of illumination froIn
it. Por the most effective utilization of la'ier power, tIle optimum separation of the il1uminating
apertures equals four aperture diameters.

RESUMEN. Se investigan técnicas para generar iluminación en objetos que no emiten radiación
suficiente para revelar sus características morfológicas. Proponemos una técnica de iluminación
utilizando dos haces de luz láser los cuales al interferir sobre una superficie plana generan lineas
rectas. En un objeto con superficie irregular el grado de deformación de las franjas indica sus
contornos, especialmente, la curvatura en cada uno de sus puntos. Este método de iluminación
se puede aplicar a objetos celestes, tales como núcleos de cometas y asteroides: estos objetos son
fríos, no generan luz, son muy pequeñas y se encuentran muy alejados del sol para poder percibir
una adecuada cantidad de iluminación. Para la utilización de la potencia del láser la separación
entre las aberturas de iluminación debe ser igual a cuatro vpces su diámetro.

PAes: 42.30.Tz; 95.75.Rs

1. INTRODUCTION

Thc celestial sources have been characterized in the visible, iufrared, radio, and UV-
spectral regioll in the recent ycars, due to the parallel, concurrent dcvelopmcnts in thc
telescope fabrication techniques and the detector teclmology. Thus, we have developed
a fairly good understauding of the star-formation throughout its life; we have obtained
photos of uearly aH the planets in our own solar system and a uumber of their moons [1].

Thcrc are other equally iInportant objccts, however, that continue to evade oul' abil-
ities to study them, oc even to capture them, despite the fact that the same imaging
camera that views a planet may be used to study these mystcrious objects: they are
COlllct nuclei and astcroids. The comets have becn fascinating humanity for a lauger
time than the staes themselves, because they move with rcspect to the night sky; yet we
kuow practicaHy nothiug about thcm [2,3J.
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Asteroids, that fol!ow their own orbits around the Sun, most often within the region
01'space referred to as the asteroid belt, are cold rocks that were not able to participate in
a planet formation or that resulted from an explosion 01'a planet or a moon. Their only
source 01'energy is solar illumination, which is low for the orbits corresponding to the
asteroid belt. They can be studied only upon a relatively elose approach 01'the platform,
because 01'their smal! size, and from the direction 01'the solar il!umination [4J. They have
no internal heat-generating mechanism, they are too smal! and too far away from the Sun
to absorb adequate amounts 01'solar heat to offer an infrared representation. There exist
a number 01'difliculties related to their investigation: for example, in 1991 the planetary
probe Galileo, designed to study outer planets and their moons, also tried to capture
an image 01' the asteroid Gasper, while cruising to its distant goal. The potato-like
asteroid was indeed captured in several CCD camera frames [5]. However, the resolution
and contrast were very poor due to the inadequate il!umination conditions. Thus, the
best description 01'the surface morphology that the scientists were able to propose was
"irregularly shaped" .

The comet nuelei are even more interesting than asteroids, because they are thought
to be objects from outside the solar system. They potential!y incorporate matter, that
is different from that found in our solar system. They have undergone a different Jife
cyele than the objects belonging to the solar system. Consequently, more effort has been
made to study them; and, at the same time, we have encountered more difliculties in even
seeing them. As the comet approaches the Sun in its elliptical trajectory, some volatile
gases leave the frozen nueleus, forming its radiant coma and tail. The comet nueleus is
general!y invisible, because it is surrounded and shaded by ionized gases glowing in blue
and red. The comet nueleus, obstructed by the corona, radiating in the visible light, is
cold and dark. It can be made "visible" if il!uminated by infrared light.

2. ILLUMINATION TO SENSE SURFACE SHAPE

With an active and control!ed il!umination 01' straight cosine-square interference fringes,
not only the object outline but also the isometrics 01' its snrface morphology may he
re-constructed to generate the surface relief function. This object-il!umination method
al!ows the identification 01'ohject shapes by thcir refiectivity upon il!umination. First,
the object may be confirmed as being within the camera ficld 01'view. Second, the object
curvature may be calculated by the mcthods developed in the Moiré interferometry [6].
Thus, the reflected Jight is incoherent and may be collected hy a large telescope, either
in space or on the Earth. The object may be recorded as a function 01' time to obtain the
object spin velocity and to reconstruct its image in three-dimensions I'rom a sequencc 01'
frames [7].

Active il!umination providcs the radiative power to a moving object with one, two,
or several coherent aperturcs. Whcll ilhuuinating with more than olle aperture, a two 01'

multiple-beam interference pattern is gcnerated.
~ine-square interfercnce patterll is thc simplest tu interprct uecause it rcsults in

stri) ~p, 'cted on the object surfacc. For this reason, it is studied fnrther in this papel'.
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By changing the relative phases of the illuminating apertures, the strip es can be made to
travel across the object, "feeling" its shape, once the apertures are locked simultaneously
on the moving object. This is somewhat similar to humans using the fingers to feel the
shape of an unknown object when sense of vision is not available for the normal "seeing"
function.

In order to measure the two principal curvatures of an object at a specific position,
two sets of fringes should travel across the object to "feel" its shape in two perpendicular
directions. Our simulations, though, are confined to a single dimensiono

Several illumination techniques may be llsed to generate the reflected signal: single
aperture, multiple aperture, and two-aperture illllmination. They are discussed next.

3. COHERENT ILUMINATION APPROACH

The preferred approach to the generation of the signature from an object that has no
intrinsic signature is to illuminate it with two mutually coherent laser beams .. Because
they are coherent, they interfere (on the object surface). Since the illuminated object is
located a great distance from the apertures, the beams also diffract.

3.1. SINGLE APERTURE ILLUMINATION

Single aperture illumination results in a nearly llniform ficld illumination of the object,
with the only intensity variation due to that of the illuminating source itself. When a laser
beam is llsed as the source of the coherent illllmination, its electric field is characterized by
magnitude, polarization, and phase. This way we can, in principie, obtain the information
about the shape of the object as in any direct observations [8,9]. However, upon the
beam transmission through the atmosphere, the beam reflected from the object suffers
distortion in both amplitude and phase.

3.2. MULTIPLE APERTURE ILLUMINATION

Earlier studies were performed with several coherent beams illuminating the objec~lO, 11].
Depending on the relative sizes of different apertures, many intensity peaks are generated
over the surfacc of the body in the case of the theoretical multiple beam intcrferencc.

However, the surface curvature information is not obtained easily with either one-
aperture or mllltiple-aperture illllmination. Additiona!ly, the option 01 controlling the
illumination by changing the relativc phase among beams is lost.

Similarly, the beam misalignment andjor imperfect tracking of the moving object with
the illuminating apertures results in the random displacement of the intensity peaks. This
jitter results in the spreading out of the intensity, resulting in a decreased modulation of
the illuminated beam.
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FIGURE 1. Two-aperture illumination of an ullknown object.

3.3. TWO-LASER-BEAM ILLUMINATION

Two-laser-beam il!umination results in a very simple il!umination pattern-"black and
white" stripes that are generated by the intensity peaks, in one direction only. The
stripes have a cosine-square characteristic profile along one direction across the target
surface. This intensity variation is relatively simple to implemento The laser light from
two apertures may be synchronized and apertures may he positioned with respect to
each other, generating any required direction of cosine-square pattern. This pattern can
be generated by the application of synthetic apertures, 01' any other currently available
technology.

Two-aperture illumination is schematical!y demonstrated in Fig. 1. Observe that
beams originate from two smal! apertures on a large dish. These beams overlap and
interfere on the surface of the unknown object (stars of finite size, in the example shown)
on the object surface, producing there intensity fringes. The two il!uminating apertures
may be actively control!ed segments of a large telescope, such as the Keck telescope [12].
The same large telescope or a separate one may be used to detect the illuminated object.

One of the significant features of this approach is that other objects may be within
the field of view of the optical system, but they contrihute no signal in the selected
il!uminating wavelength because they are uot simuitaneously il!uminated by the two
laser beams. This is particularly useful in the case of a comet nueleus, surrounded by
the visible corona that transmits the coherent radiatiou.
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FIGURE 2. Definition of geometrical parameters in the agile object illumination.
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FIGURE 3. Two circular apertures of radius a, separated by distance 6x, produce interference
and diffractioIl.

Objects of interest may be defined with the help of Fig. 2. The object is described by
its characteristic dimension, 1; its location at a height, h, above the aperture; it subtends
an angle, 2a, at the dilfracting aperture.

4. INTERFERENCE AND DIFFRACTION EFFECTS

4.1. ANALYTICAL BASIS

Laser light originating at two apertures of radius a, separated by a distance ~x, will pro-
duce interference and dilfraction elfects on a distant object. The analytical development
is presented to establish relationships among experimentally controllable quantities to
gcncrate agUe il1tunination.
The standard notation used to describe wave properties of light is followed here [13].

Two equal circular aperturcs with radius a are located alollg the x-axis of a Cartesian
coordinate system. They are separated by ,¡¡stance ~x. This geometry is shown in Fig. 3.
Light originating at the apertures dilfract.s when propagated over large distances. lf the
apcrture radills a is snlall cnough, and distante h is large enollgh, then the Fraullhof-
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FIGURE 4. Interference and diffraction efIects observed at the plane at a distan ce at h above the
plane of the apertures.

fer diffraction approximation is applicable. Light frorn the two apertures produces an
interference pattern on the object when both beams are simultaneously directed on the
object. The coordinate systern where the diffraction pattern is observed is shown in the
Fig. 4. The observation plane is located al. distance h aboye the plane of the apertures.
The observation plane is parallel 1.0the plane of the apertures, with the coordinate axes
(h{3x) and (h{3y). This choice allows the angular subtends {3xand by 1.0be used explicitly.

lf the radi us a is small enough, distance h is large enough, and the wavelength is
short enough, then the Fraunhoffer diffraction approximation is applicable 1.0describe
distribution of the diffracted light. Two plane waves with uniform amplitude and phase
difference 6 are incident on the apertures. Using the analysis similar 1.0that in Born and
Wolf in Ref. 13, Sect. 8.5, the intensity distribution can be written as

(
a)2 [2Jl (2trahJ{3i+{3~/,\)]2 2 (trD.Xh{3x 6)

I({3x,{3y) = 4trE \ -----===~- cos ---+-
" 2trahJ {3i+ {3~/'\ ,\ 2

(1)

where {3x is the angle measured parallel 1.0the line through centers of apertures, {3y is
the angle measured perpendicular to {3x, E is a constant, depending on total energy in
the beam, a is the radius of the aperture, ,\ is the wavelength of the laser, h is the height
of the observation plane aboye the aperture plane, D.x is the separation of the aperture
centers, 6 is the difference in phase for the electric fields originating al. the two apertures,
amI JI (x) is the Bessel function of the lirst kind.

The intensity distribution of Eq. (1) depends on two factors: (a) the square bracket
with the Bessel function is due 1.0the diffraction al. a single aperture, and (b) the inter-
ference term is represented by the cosine-square factor. The diffraction pattern due 1.0a
single circular aperture is sometimes called an Airy pattern. For 1II0st cases of interest,
the interference term modulates the ter m that contains the Bessel function.

4.2. TVPES OF ILLUMINATION

Three-dimensional interference and diffraction pattcrns wcre obtaillcd fOf a spccific ob-
servational and detecting geometry, feasible with the current t.elescope technology. In all
cases that follow, t.he aperture radius has been chosen 1.0 be 0.05 m. This is t.he radius
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FIGURE 5. The intensity distribution due to eombined interferenee and diffraetion effeets shows
how the apparent dominanee of the diffraetion effeets gives way to interferenee effeets (as the
horizontal seale is expeeted). The first two figures are under sampled; there are many more
zeras than shown two circular apertures, radius 0.05 m, separation 1 m, wavelength 1 J.lffi, phase
differenee O.

of the largest aperture that will maintain coherent illumination despite the presenee of
atmospherie turbulenee [14]. Figure 5 shows the illumination pattern on an unknown ob-
jeet as a function of angle due to two-aperture laser illumination. The number of zeros in
the cosine-square interference term is so large, that the plot (a) is under-sampled because
of a course plotting routine. It is necessary to expand the horizontal scale significantly
to see eaeh zero. This figure also illustrates how the Bessel fllnction intensity pattern
changes into a cosine-square pattern as the horizontal scale is expanded.

The illumination parameters can be related to the object dimensions by examining
arguments of the Bessel function and the cosine-square function. The argument of the
Bessel function is

2-n:a(h(3x)
>,

The distance measured on the target, along the (h(3x) axis, is (h(3x)T.
the cosine-square factor is

(2)

The argument of

(3)

A characteristic objeet dimension, (h(3x)T, is generally not available for modifieation;
other illumination parameters, including a, >', and L'.x> can be chosen in sueh a way as
to produce an optimum signal. Different relationships among illumination parameters
may be constructed depending on the reqllired type of illumination: uniform object
illurnination (Case 1), maximum illumination of a single objeet (Case 2), and single
fringe illurnination (Case 3).

4.2.1. Case 1. Uniform object illumination

The linear dimension on the target, (h(3x)T, subtends only a portion of the peak area of
the Airy fllnction. Qne fifth of the distance between the peak and the first zero of the
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FIGURE 6. Uniform object illumination. The frin¡!;estravel across the object by changing the
phase of one aperture with respect to the other. Two circular apertures, radins 0.06 m, separation
20 m, wavelength 1 I,m, phase difference varies.

Bessel function will result in a nearly uniform il1nmination:

>.(h(3x)T = 0.12 -.
a

(4)

The width of the stripe, (h(3x)s , may be defined as the separation between two zeros of
the cosine-sqnare factor:

>.(h(3x)s = -.
26x

(5)

The target object needs to be illuminated with abont five stripes across its long dimension:

(h(3x)T = 5(h(3x)s. (6)

When Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) are substituted into Eq. (6), we get a snrprising relationship
among the quantities of interest:

a
6x = 0.048. (7)

For the reqnirement of a nniform il1nmination the separation of the apertures is approxi-
mately 20 times the apertnre radius. In the case of a 0.05 III radills for the aperture, the
separation is 1 lll. It is interesting to observe that the wavelength does not enter into
this relationship. Figure 6 shows uniform object il1llmillatioll.
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FIGURE7. Maximum illumination of a single object. The fringes travel across the objeet by
ehanging the phase of one aperture with respeet to the other. Two circular apertures, radius
0.05. m, separation 0.03, wavelength 1 I"n, phase difference varies.

The temporal dependenee of the signal eolleeted from the illuminated object reqnires
that a time-dependent illuminating intensity pattern be generated. This is most easily
aehieved by seanning the interferenee fringes aeross the objeet. Pringes can be made to
sean aeross the objeet by ehanging the relative phase of laser light originating at two
illumination-producing apertures. This is also shown in the Fig. 6.
Uniform object illumination has two shorteomings for objeet identifieation. First, if

there are others objeets in the vieinity, they will also be illuminated; and so the unique
identifieation of the objeet is not possible. Seeond, laser power is diluted over a large
area; therefore, power density on the target is deereased. A more etfeetive utilization of
the laser power is obtained in the case of the maximum illumination of a single objeet.

4.2.2. Case 2. Maximum illumination of a single object

The linear dimension on the objeet subtends up to the first zero of the Bessel funetion:

.\
(h{3x)T = 0.061-.

(l
(8)

If the objeet is again assumed to be illuminated with about five stripes, then the
following relationship is obtained:

a>: = 0.24. (9)
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FIGURE 8. The number of fringes across an object of a fixed angular size can be va anging the
scparation of the centers oC the apertures. Two circular aperturcs, radius 0.05 m, separation
varies, wavelength 1 Jlm, phase difference O.

The wavelength again drops out of the relationship. For the requirement of the maximum
illumination of a single objeet, the separation of the apertures is approximately equal to
fOUT times thc aperture radius. In th~ case of a 0.05 111apertllrc radius, the aperture
separation is 20 CIll. Figure 7 shows tnaxiulUIIl illumination of a single object. The
fringes are seen to travel aeross the objeet oy ehanging the phase of one aperture with
resped to the other.

4.2 ..1. CaseS. Single jringe illumination

Signal-to-noise analysis of the returned signal shows that one fringe aeross the objeet
results in the optimal signature to eonfirm the oojeet presenee, out not oojeet shape.
The agile illumination teehnique can be applied to the generation of a different num-
oer of stripes per eharaeteristie oojeet dimension, just oy ehanging one or more of the
illumiuatioll paramcters.

The angle suotended oy the unknown oojeet at the illuminating apertnres will be
different depending on the oojeet size and its height. The numoer of fringes aeross the
ohjeet can he deereased by redueing the aperture separation, as shown in Fig. 8. This is
easily implemented using the system shown in Fig. 1, where a larger diameter dish may
eonsist of a large numoer of small, aetively eontrolled apertnres. The numoer of fringes
aeross an oojeet can also be deereased oy inereasing the laser wavelength as is shown in
Fig. U. This approach rcquircs several operationalla...:;crs for ils practical implcrnentation,
ami it lIlay nol he vcry cfficient.
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FIGURE9. The number offringes across an object of a fixed angular size can be varied by changing
the wavelength oí the laser beam. Two circular apertures, radius 0.05 m, separation 20 m, phase
di£ference O.
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FIGURE 10. Single fringe illumination. The fringe travels acrass the object by changing the phase
of Ofie aperture with respect to the other. Two circular apertures, radius 0.05 m, separation 1 m,
wavelength 10 Pffi, phase difference varies.

Single fringe illumination can be seen in Fig. 10. The interference fringes travel acrass
the object by changing the phase of the aperture with respect to the other. Figure 11
also shows a single fringe illumination. However, it is seen that de-tuning the laser beam
by making it runo at a slightly different wavelength results unly in a small displacement
of the cusine-square intensity distribution.
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FIGURE 11. A small change in cosine-square intensity distribution is produced by changing the
laser wavelength at 10 mm by a small amount. Two circular apertures, radius 0.05 m, separation
20 m, phase difference O.
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FIGURE 12. Tilt of two apertures: A and B' are two tilted coplanar apertures; A and B" are two
tilted non coplanar apertures.

4.3. SlIAPE RECOGNlTION

The phase change introduced uniformly on one of the coplanar apertures will shift the
cosine-square pattern (the zero location will be changed). The introduction of a phase
shift on one aperture will not change the amount of illumination on the target because
of the large number of the stripes. The amount of illumination will only be affected if
the target is illuminated by one stripe or less.

The phase delay necessary for fringe scanning across the object can be introduced
into the beam originating at one aperture with respect to the other by changing the path
length leading to the aperture. In an actively controlled aperture, the phase shift can also
be introduced by rotating the apertures aroIJnd their own axes. The tilt of two cap lanar
apertures (apertures lying in the same plane) results in the displacement of the position
of the diffraction peak. This tilt results in the change in the pointing of the illuminating
beam.
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4.3.1. Case 1. Tilt of two coJllanar aJlert",'es by the ,mme Ilngle

Two coplanar apertures are tilted by the same angle 'Y,as shown for apertures A and B'
in Fig. 12. The rotation of the x-axis on which the apertures are located results in the
rotation of the z-axis along which the peak of the Besscl function is found. The peak is
displaced by the distance

el= hsÍlq '" Iq. (lO)

The tilt of two coplanar apertures results in the displacement of the position of the peak
of the Eessel function.

4.3.2. Case 2. Tilt of two apertnres by the sllme angle

Two apertures are tilted by the same amount, but their eenters remain on the original
x-axis. They are apertnres A and E" in Fig. 12. Apertnres E' ami B" are separated by
distance t.

The displaeement of apertnre E' to E" sOthat it is Iying on1;"-axis results in a phase
shift;

I [Al].J, = --
A

(11 )

[11Al represents the maximum integer snmller than II A.
The tilt of the two apertnres by the same angle re,ult, in a ehange in the pointing of

the il1urninating uearu, aceompallied by a pha.se shift. ThllS, it represellts a cmubination
of a phase shift on coplanar apertnres aud the tilt of t.wocoplauar apertures by the same
angle.

5. CONCLUSION

The two coherent beam illumination t.eehnique ha_, beeu demonstrated analytically. A
large number of graphical show that the infol"Inative illmnination approach may be used
to charact.erize the shapes of objects that in a direct-imagiug approach may appear
unelear or even invisible. This analytical developmeut. IIlL'been use t.o develop optimal
parameters for agile illumiuatiou, sueh that ef1icient use of laser power is obtained. It
was shown that the optimal aperture separatiou equaís three t.o four aperture radii. This
rcsult is indepcndent of the la.."ier wavelcllgth.

A very sensitive t.echnique for ehanging the amouut. of light ref1ected from an object
is obtained when the fringes are made t.o t.ravel across t.he object. by varying t.he relative
pha..,eof the il1umillating bcams. Iutcnsity stripes can be drawll o\'cr au object of fixed
but unknowIl dimcllsiollS by varyillg parametcrs. sllch é\."i apertllre diamcter, apcrture
separation, and wavclcllgth.
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